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HISTORIC
SUMMIT
First ever face-to-face meeting
between sitting American and
North Korean leaders

Donald J. Trump (71)
45th US president
(since 2017)

Kim Jong-un (34)
3rd North Korean (NK) leader
(since 2011)

Moon Jae-in (65)
12th South Korean (SK) president
(since 2017)

THE ROAD TO SINGAPORE

From “fire and fury” to talks in under a year

2017: Kim threatens
US & allies - 16 missile
tests in 2017

8 Aug ‘17: Trump warns NK & issues
threat of "fire and fury like the world
has never seen"

3 Jan ‘18: N & S Korea reopen
communications channel after
nearly 2 years silence

18 Apr ‘18: Trump confirms
Mike Pompeo met secretly
with Kim in NK, says "good
relationship was formed"

9 Jan ‘18: N & S Korean
representatives meet, NK agrees
to send large delegation to
Olympics in SK in Feb

10 Mar ‘18: SK envoy relays
message to Trump about NK
leader wanting to meet, Trump
accepts offer immediately

9 Feb ‘18: N & S Korean
athletes march as one
delegation at Olympics

10 Feb ‘18: Kim Yo Jong (Kim’s
sister) & Kim Yong Nam meet SK
President Moon in Seoul

27 Apr ‘18: Kim & Moon shake hands at
DMZ (dividing N & S since 1953 ), Kim
becomes first NK leader to step into
South, announce goals of nuclear-free
peninsula & permanent peace

21 Apr ‘18: NK suspends
nuclear & long-range
missile tests, plans to
close nuclear test site

7 May ‘18: 2nd
meeting between
Kim & Xi

9 May ‘18: Pompeo’s 2nd visit to
Pyongyang, NK releases 3 American
prisoners who return with him to US

10 May ‘18: Trump
announces he will meet Kim
in Singapore on 12 June

12 May ‘18: NK announces
nuclear test site to be
dismantled (23-25 May) &
invites foreign journalists

22 Sep ‘17: Kim calls Trump a
"mentally deranged dotard ...
unfit to hold the prerogative of
supreme command of a country"

1 Jan ‘18: Kim uses New
Year’s Day address to
reach out to SK

4 Jan ‘18: US accepts SK’s
proposal of delaying military
drills till after Olympics

27 Mar ‘18: Kim makes
surprise visit to Beijing,
meets Chinese President
Xi Jinping

19 Sep ‘17: "Rocket Man is on a
suicide mission for himself and
for his regime," says Trump

16 May ‘18: NK breaks off highlevel meeting with SK,
threatens to cancel summit
with Trump in protest of US-SK
military exercises

25 May ‘18: NK still willing to sit for talks
with US "at any time, (in) any format",
Moon says Trump's move to cancel
summit was "very perplexing" & calls for
Washington & Pyongyang to get talks
back on track
1 Jun ‘18: Trump announces summit
back on after meeting with Kim
Yong Chol (Kim’s right-hand man)

22 May ‘18: Trump & Moon meet
in US, express optimism over
proposed US-NK summit, Moon
says "fate and future of the
Korean Peninsula hinge" on
meeting in Singapore

24 May ‘18: NK diplomat Choe Son Hui refers to Mike
Pence as "political dummy" over comments on NK, says
it's up to US whether they "meet us at a meeting room
or encounter us at nuclear-to-nuclear showdown"
NK demolishes nuclear test site in presence of foreign
journalists (seen as symbolic gesture)
Trump sends letter to Kim cancelling summit “based on
the tremendous anger and open hostility displayed in
your most recent statement”

WHAT EACH SIDE WANTS
NK

US

Denuclearisation and dismantling of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)

US security assurances – no US or SK
nuclear capabilities on peninsula

Gradual alleviation of sanctions

Peace – armistice converted into peace
treaty

Comprehensive inspections of
nuclear and ICBM sites

Economic development
Diplomatic ties with US

WHY SINGAPORE?
History of high-profile diplomatic occasions, including summit between Chinese
President Xi Jinping and Taiwan’s then-leader Ma Ying-jeou in 2015
Renowned for stability and security
Good relations with both US & NK, considered a good neutral location
Located just over 4,800km from Pyongyang, in
comfortable flying range of NK’s ageing fleet of
aircraft (Kim’s official plane is remodelled version of
Soviet-made Ilyushin-62, dubbed ‘Air Force Un’)
Farthest Kim has travelled since taking charge of his
country in 2011

LOGISTICS
12 June, 09:00 (local time – 01:00 GMT)
More than 3,000 journalists from around the
world have registered to attend

Summit location:
5-Star Capella Hotel,
Sentosa Island

PROTOCOL
Negotiations include
consideration of:
- seating positions at
tables
- layout of room (two
doors allow entrance of
both leaders
simultaneously)
- who is allowed in the
room with them

GIFT GIVING

SECURITY

US would have avoided
violation of sanctions
North Korean
gifts range from
puppies to
Matsutake
mushrooms (a
delicacy)

Both leaders had personal
security teams
Elite Singaporean police –
including Nepalese Gurkhas –
were in charge of security on
roads, at venue and hotels
Singapore airspace restricted
during summit (11-13 June) –
affected Asia’s busiest airport

OUTCOMES
US and NK committed to establishing new relations in accordance with
the desire of the peoples of the two countries for peace and prosperity
US and NK will combine their efforts to build a lasting and stable peace on
the Korean Peninsula
Reaffirmed 27 April 2018 Panmunjom Declaration, NK committed to
work towards complete denuclearisation of Korean Peninsula
US and NK committed to recovering POW/MIA remains, and the
immediate repatriation of those already identified
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